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In recent year_s, there has been an _increasing interest in _ 

chemisorption phenomena. Great theoretical efforts have been 

made to understand the_· mechanism of the chemisorption at finite, 
. ' 

coverages. But up_ to now, in most cases the electronic properties.of 

the chemisorb~d systems· at a given coverage rate were not investi,gated 

(see,e.g; [1,2]). It is obvious, that . in .. the next step, we should · . . . ·. ,- ' -

dea~ with. the coverage rate not as a given parameter .but as a 

quantity which · should be ca_lculated_ in a -self-consistent way 

together with electronic characteristics of the system. In other 

words, we have to take into consideration an adsorbent-adsorbate-gas 

system in the thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T and 

pressure p of the gaseous adsorbate. The idea of simultaneous 

calculations of the coverage rate and the electronic properties of 

the chemisorbed overlayer was given in ref. [3 ]. In this letter we 

develop this idea and present the explicit evaluation of the 

adsorption isotherms for the system described by a relatively simple 

Hamiltonian of the Anderson-Ising type postponing calculation~ for 

more realistic model in future work. 

It is obvious, that in order to understand the chemisorption 

process on a microscopic level and, in particular-, to predict the· .. · 

possible coverage as a function of pressure, one nee~s a proper 

model. Here we use the model Hamiltonian intended to describe the 

system of t'he hydrogen-like adatoms chemisorbed on a metal surface 

which recently has been derived ( 3, 4] . The complex adsorbate- plus -

adsorbent system was represented by the electron subsystem ( _ the 

substrate band electrons and adatom valence electrons) and the ion 

subsystem (adions plus ions forming the substrate metal ) . 
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Performing the generalized second quantization procedure the 

Hamiltonian constructed on the basis of the adion number· operators 

and el~ctrori annihi,lation and. creation operators ~as ·obtained. Just 

· because \ of the fact, .that this Hamiltonian . consists of the adion 
. ' + 

number operators Na=Caca where, ca cc;> corresponds to the 

annihilation ·(creation) operator of the adion at the adsorpti~n 

~~nt~e a, and simultaneously contains the electron op~rators, there 
/ ' 

is the possibility of~ the coverage rate e = <N > ·calculations'' ·on •. a 

the ·same.level·with the electron characte_ristics.' H~re·; < ••. > means• 
- -, I 

the'statistical~average·within the grand canonical ens~mbie • 

. Thus, the model Hami.ltonia~ consisting of most i~portarit for 

our pufpose terms reads 

'-
a~{J . 

H = Le-~a + ½Lea{JNaNfJ·+ LckrikO' + LNacanao-+ ¥ L Nanao-na-o- + 
a a{J kO' ao-

+ v \(1 - N )n O' - µ N L ex a ~ e µINI, 
au· 

where NI= LNa 
a 

N == \n + \N n . 
e L kO' L a ao-

kO' aO' 

Here·, as . + . 
usually, nkO' =akO'akO' 

+ 
(nao-=aao-aao-> 

ao-

(1) 

denotes the substrate 

(adatom) 

a:r'e· the 

electron ·occ~pation number ope,;rator and akO' ,aao-(a:o- ,a;o-> 

substrate and adatom electron annihilation (creation) 

operators, respectively. The parameters g, ea{J' ck, ca and U denote 

·effective on-site.adion binding energy, pairwise interaction energy 

between adions located at adsorption sites a and fJ , energy of the 

one-electron states of ·the · substrate metal, 1-s electron orbital 

~::; ;~; ~_:~ :-;;-;;r,1 
- $::_:;· ... ~~-;::, .. ~;J~~:"9J. 
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energy of the· adion 

coulomb interaction, 

and on-adatom effective electron-electron 

respectively a: The chemical potential of the 

electron and adion subsystems are · denoted by · µ and · µ · and v is the 
· e I 

energy of the electron located at the empty (vacancy) adsorption 

centre_. such · term must be included if one wants to use· the· standard 

e_quation of motion formalis'm for• appropriate Green's Functions (GF) 

(see- [3] for details). At the end of calcu~ations one puts_v "' in 

6rder to exclude 

( electrons cannot 

contributions··· from such unphysical, · states 

be localized at . the empty adsorption .sites). 

Final;J.y, Ne and N 
I 

are the total numbers of the electrons and 

adions, respectively. -Note, that electron subsystem does depend on 

the adion subsystem ·directly via occupation numbers N which enter . . . a . 

into.electron.part of the Hamiltonian (1). In (1) we have neglected 

the number of terms, the most . important being those descr!bing 

direct hops of electrons from adion to substrate and vice versa. One 

should emphasize, however, that the effective adatom' s ionization 

level ca contains some ·information about the .substrate metal [3]. 

For that reason the absence of electron hopping terms does not 

denote the existence of two (adsorbate and adsorbent) 

independent electron systems. 

fully 

In most of the works describing the thermody~amic phenomena the 

coverage rate e has been assumed to be independent of the electron 

sub:'ystem. _The electronic properties of the chemisorbed system have 

been introduced in this type of calculations only through the values 

of the coefficients of the Ising-type Hamiltonians lattice gas 

models) usually used in this type of calculations. In view of the 

structure of the Hamiltonian (1) it is great oversimplification. In 
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order to obtain the adsor~t1on isotl'l:erm, i.e. -the fiependence of ·the 

·cover~_ge rate on the·' pressure of the gaseous adsorbate phase, . we 

need to calculate the correlation function.<c•c >> This function.can - _·. - ... -, ·, c:x a - . . , \ .. . ~ 

in turn be expressed in terms of the double-time adionic GF 
i . 

« ca<.t)lc;(t') » defined as follows (5): 

« Ca(t) 1c; »· = -ie(t) < { Ca(t) ,c; } >, (2) 

which ican be obtained only thro"ugli< the knoiiledge of ·the eiectron 

GFs. Here, e(t) ;denotes the Heaviside .function, ·< ••• > and { , } 
. , . 

stand for ·averaging over Gibb's grand canonical ensemtile ~and 

anticommutator respectively,and the -operators are· written in the 

Heisenberg ,representation.· To find the GF (2) we ~se the equations' 

. ·of motion method (6) '~btaining iri result many of higher order GFs. 
' . 

Without·going into details, here we only show symbolically what kind 

of the . higher· order. GFs (or rather their Fourier transforms) arid 

' cor~elation'function~ appear during-the calculations,ofGF (2): 

« c 1c•» => « n c 1c•», « n n c 1c•» ,« Na c 1c•»; a a · · au · a a a-u au a · a · .., a a 

« n c 1c•» => <n >, « n n c 1c•», « Nan c 1c•»; au a a au au a-u a a .., au a a 

« n n c 1c•» => <n n >, au a-u a a au a-u « Nan n c 1c•» • .., au a-u a a 

(3) 

Using decouplings (a~{3): « Nan n C 1c•» s <Na>« n n C 1c•», . • .., au a-u a a .., au a-u a a 

I • . I • - I • . . I • 
« Nf3 ca ca» s <Nf3> «. ca ca» and« Nf3nauca ca» s <Nf3> « nauca ca», 

one can obtain for-« C 1c•» the expression a a 

,4 

{ 
·.·~ 

•. I(·} l I, 

i. 
I 

\ 

J 

-« C 1c•» = 
_ l-<na,1,>.:- .<_na1->. + <na,1,na1->. · <na,1,>-+: 

+ a a E .+ µ ,- J <N > y. E + µI I · ,a 

<n~1-> ·. + 
c; - J':<Na>. . 

(4) 

+ .<n ,n ~>((E+ 'ii- 2ce - U -J<N >) -l_ 2(E + ,. . . a"' a • - 1 · - a · · a : ,.. 1 
c; -:- J<Na>) _-1),, 

where 
• {3~a 

c; = ca - Ile - v, 'iii= µI- ts, J_=·Iea{3 
f3 

The·' decouplings introduced above denote, that we-have· neglected 

the possible correlated distribution of. the adatoms on the -metal 

''surface~ The correlation functions <nau> 

obtained from the knowledge 'of GFs « ~aula;u» 

and <nciuna_;> · can be 

and« n ·. a :1a•·-» ·· 
- a-u au au ' 

respectiv_ely~These correlation functions can be expressed in terms, 
.;;. 

_of~ < N n '> in a ,au our model exactly. Finally, us_ing · the Green's 

Function spectral representation and taking v = m, one gets for the 

coverage e 

e = ( 1 + exp [-µ /kT ) exp [ (c + Je) /kT 
. I a 

L(.c ·,U~µ ,T).)-:. a ' e ' 

" 

where 

L(c ,U,µ ,T) =( 1+ 2exp ((µ - c )/kT ) + a e e ex 
(5) 

-1 

+ exp [ 2 ( µ - c ) /kT - U/kT ] ) • 
e a 

The equation (5) represents the adsorption isotherm. As usually,the 

·coupling· to· the gas phase can be achieved by its chemical potential 

µgas . equal·. to µ
1

· and the chemical potential of the electron 

subsystem is identified as a Fernii energy EF If we confine 

ourselves to the case when only the attractive interactions·between 

the nearest neighbour adatoms are present (. g =-le I a{3 1 
and the 
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adsorption centers form a two-dimensional quadratic'lattice on the 
. '" ~ . , ,, 

substrate surface, then the adsorption isotherm is as follows: 

a . ~ 
- =exp[(µ+ 1el)/kT) exp {4le I a /kT) L , 

1 - 8 I 1 

_(6) 

Note, that if we neglect the electron contribution terms -in the 

Hamiltonian (1), ,then the expression (6) takes the known 

Bragg-Williams adsorption isotherm form. 

- In the Figure we show some examples of. adsorptio11 isotherms. We plot 

a vs. (µ
1 
+ I g I ) /kT rather µ/kT in order to, eliminate the dependence 

of the isotherms on the binding energy e. All curves are plotted for 

kT/IE5
1

1- = 1 The curve no.1 corresponds t? EF= £a ( the effective 

adatom's ionization level.coincides with.the Fermi level) and curves 

number_ed 2,3,4:and 5 correspond to {E~:.. £a)/lf51 1= 1, 10, -1 and .-10, 

respectively. All these curves are calculated for U=0. The curves 6 

and 7 are calculated . for parameters corresponding to the su-called 

symmetric Anderson model,2(E,-£a)=U,for (EF- £a)/jE1 1 equal to 1 and 

10, respectively. The Bragg-Williams 1sotherm for the same 

parameters coincides with the curve no.5. We can observe very 

distinct influence of the electron subsystem characteristics on the 

adsorption isotherms. Let us consider the case of U=0 (curves 

1 ! 2, 3, 4 and 5) • For the - adatom' s ionization level moving down 

relative to the Fermi level the adsorption isotherms are shifted to 

smaller values of (µ
1
+lel)/kT corresponding to smaller values of the 

gaseous adsorbate pressure - curves 2 and 3. On the other hand, if 

£ a moves up, the corresponding isotherms are shifted to greater 

values of the gaseous adsorbate pressure. This shift is, however, 

much smaller and for increasing values of (EF-£a) the corresponding 
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Figure. Adsorption isoth,erms for kT/ 1e

1 
I = 1 and attractive' nearest 

neigbour interactions. The curves 1,2,3,·4 and 5 correspond t_o U.= o,· 

(EF-ca)/IE5
1

I= 0,1,10,_-1 and -10, respectively.The'· curves· 6 · and 7 

correspond to (E,-ccx)/IE5
1

I= U/ 21e
1

1 =. 1 and 10, respectively. 

The Bragg-Williams,isotherm coincides with the curve no.5 

curves tend towards the Bragg-Williams'' :rso'therm - curve no. 5. In 

the case of nonvanishing· value of the intra-adatom Coulomb 

interaction U, the general behaviour of the adsorption isotherms is 

similar - curves 6 and 7. With increasi'ng value of the distance of 

£a from the Fermi level the corresponding isotherms are shifted to 

smaller values of the gaseous adsorbate pressure. This shift is, 

however, much smaller in comparison with the case of nonvanishing U 

- compare curve 2 with 6 and 3 with 7, respectively. 
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_In co!lc.lusion, we·have used the recently derived Anderson-Ising 

type . Hamiltonian to study the•. adsorption isotherms in dependence on 

ca, the position, of adatom's _ ionization level in respect to the 

Fermi level E and on U, the value of intra-site Coulomb repulsion. 
. F . 

our approach treats the ionic· and electronic subsystems on· equal 

{coting, thus providing a metho_d for further detailed studies of the 

chemisorption process. 
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TapauKo E. u AP· El 7-94-251 
Teopm1 xeMucop6u.uu Ha MeTaJIJiax npu KOHelJHbIX IlOKpbITH5IX. 

l130TepMa aACOp6u.uu 

TTpeAJIO)KeH MeTOA caMOCOrJiaCOBaHHOro OilHCaHH51 3JieKTpOHHbIX H Tep
MOAHHaMHlJeCKHX xapaKTepHCTHK npn Xel\-rncop6u,HH MeTaJIJiaMH. J1,JI51 llCCJie
AOBaHH51 IlOBeAeHirn paBHOBeCHbIX xapaKTepnCTHK OTKpbITOH CHCTeMbl ra3-aA
cop6aT llCilOJib3OBaH cpopMaJIH3M cpyHKU.HH fpHHa ll raMHJibTOHHaH nma 
l13HHra - AHAepCOHa. Ha paBHbIX OCHOBaHH51X YlJHTbIBaIOTCSI H 3JieKTpOHHa51 
IlOACllCTeMa ll aAHOHHaSI. TTpeAJIO)KeHHall cxeMa pacIQenJieHml rpnHOBCKHX 
q>yHKU,llH npHBOAHT K H3OTepMe Ep3rra - BHJibSIMCa, cyIQeCTBeHHO 
~OAH(pHU,HpyeMoii xapaKTepnCTHKaMH 3JieKTpOHHOH IlOACUCTeMbl. 

Pa6oTa BhmOJIHeHa B Jia6opaTOpnu TeopeTnlJeCKOH cpu3nKu uM.H.H.Eoro-
JII06oea O l15l. l1. · 

I lpenpHIIT 061,e11u1ie1111oro HIICTHTyTa ~11ep111,1x HCCJle).IOBaHHH. ,Uy611a, 1994 
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Theory of Chemisorption on Metals at Finite Coverages: 
Adsorption Isotherms 

A self-consistent description of the electronic and thermodynamic charac
teristics of the chemisorbed adatoms on the substrate metal surfaces is given. 
The thermodynamic equilibrium in the adsorbate-gas system is investigated 
within the generalized Anderson - Ising type Hamiltonian and the equation of 
motion formalism for Green functions. The electronic and ad ionic properties of 
the chemisorbed system are treated on equal footing. The decoupling scheme 
has been proposed which leads to Bragg - Williams adsorption isoterms with 
significant modifications due to the electron subsystem. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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